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Abstract
This paper presents a theoretical model to analyze the privacy issues involved in business models for
location-based mobile services. We report the results of an exploratory field experiment in Switzerland that
assessed the factors driving the net payoff to users of mobile businesses. We found that (1) the personal data
disclosed by users has a negative effect on user payoff; (2) the amount of personalization available has a direct
and positive effect, as well as a moderating effect, on user payoff; and (3) the amount of control over a user’s
personal data has a direct and positive effect, as well as a moderating effect, on user payoff. The results
suggest that privacy protection could be the main value proposition in the B2C mobile market. From our
theoretical model, we derive a set of guidelines to design a privacy-friendly business model pattern for thirdparty services. We discuss four examples to show how the mobile platform can play a key role in the
implementation of these new business models.

Keywords: Privacy, Location-based services, Business model, Design science, Information
systems, Personal data disclosed, User’s payoff, Personalization available, Control over user
personal data
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1 Introduction
New regulatory requirements, such as the guidelines given by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development [33], and consumer concerns are driving companies to consider more privacy-friendly policies, often
conflicting with their desire to leverage customer data.
On one hand, close proximity of potential customers and access to their real intentions regarding purchases of
services has a real value for mobile location-based service providers, whose market revenues are expected to reach
more than $12.7 billion by 2014 [19]. On the other hand, the collection of data about consumers is constrained by
their privacy right, which we refer to as “the right to be left alone; the right of a person to be free from unwarranted
publicity; and the right to live without unwarranted interference by the public in matters with which the public is not
necessarily concerned” (Black’s Law Dictionary, as cited in [21]). Improper or non-existent control over disclosure
can be the root cause of privacy issues and concerns about the privacy of personally identifiable information. The
challenge for companies therefore is to reduce user data collection to the lowest sustainable level possible while
providing a profitable service.
Much research to date has focused on understanding the relationship between user privacy concerns and the
willingness to disclose personal information to online companies (e.g., [14], [28]). In this sense, user privacy
concerns are found to be one major predictor of the willingness to provide personal information. We argue that
previous research focuses only on user choice to either withhold or release personal information. This decision is
one component of user payoff, which we consider as “the degree to which a mobile user perceives as fair the
benefits he or she receives in return for the release of personal information” [41] if user's payoff is not assured, data
security is in peril [2].
In the rest of the paper, we focus on location-based services offered in the Business to Consumer (B2C) market,
such as navigation, information, advertising, tracking, and billing [18]. We exclude emergency services from our
analysis because users of those services deal differently with privacy concerns [40]. Location-based applications
open new opportunities for business models in the mobile sector. Hence, we primarily address an audience mainly
composed of stakeholders in mobile services who seek guidelines to develop privacy-friendly business models. We
also wish to raise the interest level of the broader audience of information system researchers and practitioners who
are concerned with the impact of business model practices on the design of the IT artifact [6]. Our research question
is this: How should one design a privacy-friendly business model that can sustainably maximize(s) the payoff to the
user of a location-based mobile service user?
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. In the next section, we review some of the related work in privacy
and location-based services that addresses our research question, and we define a set of research sub-questions to
fill the remaining gaps. The third section presents the methodology we use to address these sub-questions. The
fourth section introduces our theoretical model and presents empirical evidence to support it. In the fifth section, we
implement our theoretical model to derive a set of guidelines to obtain privacy-friendly business models. Section 6
presents a set of possible instantiations of our guidelines using real companies as potential candidates. In the final
section, we discuss the implications of our analysis, draw some conclusions, and propose further possible research.

2 Literature Review
In this section we briefly highlight a set of well-known works that help us in answering our research question. For a
more complete literature review of privacy management technologies, we suggest reading [11]. After outlining the
remaining gaps in the literature, we derive a set of research sub-questions that remain to be answered.
The success of the privacy management solution relies on the development of technology and regulations to protect
personal information [1]. Privacy is a dynamic and dialectic process of give and take between and among technical
and social entities in ever-present and natural tension with the simultaneous need for information to be made public
[35]. We therefore understand the mobile user and the service provider as both competing and cooperating to gain
access to a valuable resource (mobile user’s data) [30].
Research aimed at surveying and classifying solutions to managing online privacy was also conducted in order to
evaluate the different factors influencing collaboration and their various impacts [25], [27]. It has been found that
different types of privacy assurance have different impacts on people’s willingness to disclose personal information;
for example, the existence of a privacy statement induces more subjects to disclose personal information, but that of
a privacy seal does not [25]. It has also been proved that monetary incentives had a positive influence on disclosure
whereas information request has a negative influence, suggesting that firms do not collect consumer data unless
they intend to use them. In addition to that, cross-cultural analyses show that young English people have more
concerns about privacy than French people, resulting in greater perceived risks about data disclosure [27].
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Among prior studies focusing on the online business sector, none has examined the specific domain of mobile
business settings. Regardless of the fact that there are some similarities between online and mobile businesses,
location-based mobile services have their own unique features that make them different from online businesses. We
therefore derive the following research sub-question:
R1: What is the specificity of privacy management in the location-based mobile B2C market?
Much research has been dedicated to understanding the relationship between users’ privacy concerns and their
response behaviors (e.g., to develop software such as Smokescreen [10]). This research reveals that Internet users’
information privacy concerns are a major antecedent to the willingness to provide personal information to online
companies. Previous research shows the influences between perceived justice and procedural justice, as well as
perceived justice and distributive justice [28], [41].
Previous research has also suggested that control over personal data is an important component in creating a good
relationship with customers. For example, most people want to have more control over the use of personal data to
restrict unwanted commercial advertisements [36]. Issues of information control are essential in increasing the
likelihood of consumers contributing information to online firms [42].
Another important issue is the value of personalization. According to [8], service personalization is said to depend on
two factors: 1) a company’s ability to acquire and process customer information and 2) customers’ willingness to
share information and use personalized services. They develop a model to predict consumers’ usage of online
personalization as a result of the trade-off between those consumers’ perceived value of personalization of services
and their concern for privacy. Those studies do not, however, provide guidelines for the design of a business model
for mobile services. Therefore, our second research sub-question is:
R2: Which business model components allow a high level of mobile users’ payoff while keeping the collected data to
a minimum?
Finally, comprehensive analyses of consumer privacy concerns and Internet-related business have proposed [27]
four different clusters of users: well-intended, negotiator, unconcerned, and reticent. These analyses suggest that
when considering the approach to e-commerce, we should also respect the different groups of Internet users. Such
results appear to not have strong statistical relevance. Hence, our third sub-question is:
R3: How should the differences in payoff among privacy risk–neutral and privacy risk–averse mobile users be
addressed?
In the following section, we illustrate how we intend to address our research sub-questions to answer our initial
research question.

3 Methodology
Based on the relevant literatures, we create an artifact in the form of a model [29] to express the relationship
between user payoff and the extent of personal data disclosed.
We adopt a design science research methodology, and we refer to existing guidelines for design theories [20]. The
theories for design and action "give explicit prescriptions on how to design and develop an artifact, whether it is a
technological product or a managerial intervention" [20]. Therefore, we advance in three steps, as illustrated in
Figure 1.

Figure 1: Model of user’s payoff
An information system design theory (ISDT) should define its purpose and scope, that is, the boundaries of a theory.
In our case, our theory concerns data management for privacy risk reduction of location-based services. The second
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element of an ISDT is the representations of the entities of interest in the theory, that is, constructs. The principles of
form and function define the structure, organization, and functioning of the design product or design method. The
justificatory knowledge provides an explanation of why an artifact is constructed as it is and why it works.
Accordingly, in section 4 we introduce a model composed of four constructs and derive hypotheses concerning the
interaction among constructs. In doing so, we ground our claims on existing theories of control [12], as well as
perceived justice and equity theory (used in [41]).
The evaluation strategy of testable propositions uses surveys as an ex post artificial type of evaluation [37]. The
resulting outcomes provide answers to the first sub-question.
Our second sub-question concerns the means by which the design is brought into being—a process involving agents
and actions. To address this sub-question, section 5 starts by mapping our constructs with the constructs of the
Business Model Ontology (BMO) [34], a tool often used by startups and multinational companies to represent their
business models. Because our model has only four constructs and the BMO is composed of nine elements, we rely
on an existing type of business model (the infomediary pattern) to fill in the blanks and derive a set of guidelines for
business model designers to obtain privacy-friendly business models.
To properly answer our third sub-question, we need to test the feasibility of the proposed guidelines. Hence, section
6 presents a set of instantiations of our business model pattern. Whereas a theory is an abstract expression of ideas
about phenomena in the physical world, instantiated artifacts are things in the physical world. Thus, we illustrate four
examples of application for our guidelines by naming four existing companies as possible candidates.

4 Model
In this section, we present our theoretical model, following the guidelines to describe a theory [43]. We start by
presenting the constructs and by augmenting our hypotheses using the references we introduced in the literature
review. Then we show the correlations among components, which we derive from our test results.

4.1

Constructs and Hypotheses

Our model is composed of four constructs, the definitions of which are derived from previous research summarized
in Table 1.
Table 1: Definitions of each construct of our model

Because previous studies have already focused on the effects of antecedents, we focus on the effects among
antecedents. We refer to [41] and claim that the “Degree to which a mobile user perceives as fair the benefits he or
she receives from mobile service companies in return for providing personal information” (i.e., user payoff in our
model) is found to be one major predictor for personal data disclosed, which we define as the degree to which a
mobile user perceives whether personal data is disclosed by the mobile service company. Therefore, we propose a
model of user payoff as indicated in Figure 2.
H1: The personal data disclosed has a negative effect on user payoff.
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Figure 2: Model of user payoff
In exchange for user data, the m-commerce provider could offer a service, which is either standard or fully
customized. We introduce the concept of service personalization, which we define as the degree of fairness that a
mobile user perceives relative to mobile service company’s treatment of information privacy. As we previously
mentioned in the literature review, service personalization depends on customer willingness to share information and
use personalized services [8]. It is natural to expect a positive relationship between the amount of personalization
available and users’ benefit.
H2: The amount of personalization available has (a) a direct and positive effect and (b) a moderating effect on user
payoff.
Because consumers take relatively high risks by submitting personal data to the mobile service provider, data
controls over user personal data using privacy metrics [22] are a useful tool to decrease user concern for privacy
risks. Lack of such controls decreases mobile user trust in the provider [12] and lowers the perceived payoff. Hence,
we propose that:
H3: The amount of control over user personal data has (a) a direct and positive effect and (b) a moderating effect on
user payoff.

4.2

Test Design

In our study, we want to test the effect of the data disclosure, service personalization, and data control over user
payoff. We test the effect of such constructs in two steps.
Because we are dealing mostly with perceptions, we test the effect of our model using scenario-based surveys. This
form of assessment has been successfully implemented in previous studies on information system security [5].
As illustrated in Table 2, we designed 2n different scenarios, where n is the number of constructs in our model that
we want to test and 2 is the number of values that each construct can take (0 = Low or 1 = High). All subjects are to
receive scenario 0 (step 1), which tests the initial user’s payoff:
Your mobile phone operator (e.g., Swisscom) offers you a new service – a discount zone. With this service, you can
get exclusive information and access to exclusive personal time and location-limited discounts on a diversity of
products and services (e.g., books, pizzas, electronics, cinema, etc.) near your current location. For example, if you
are interested in acquiring an iPad, Swisscom will automatically send an SMS to your mobile phone when there is a
special and exclusive discount for iPads near your location.
There are two ways to register for this service: a paid yearly subscription that gives access to the full service, or a
free registration. To get free registration, you must provide additional information, including your name, gender, and
country of residence. Your data are stored according to privacy laws and sold to discount providers.
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In step 2, we split the overall sample into sub-groups. Each sub-group will get a variation of the initial scenario and
be asked to express the new user’s payoff.
Table 2: Our scenarios

As Table 3 indicates, each variation of the scenario operationalizes one construct of our model and is derived from
previous works.
Table 3: Operationalization of variables for the scenarios

To measure the user’s payoff, we derive three items from previous studies. A set of control variables is included as
well, as shown in Table 4.
Table 4: Operationalization of variables for the survey
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Results

We invited a group of subjects to fill out a survey concerning privacy issues in a location-based mobile service
context. The descriptive statistics of the sample are presented in Table 5. Our sampling frame consisted of 187
bachelor’s students at the business faculty of a Swiss university who attended the course in information systems.
The sample is representative for the overall population of smart phone mobile users in Europe.
The subjects were between 19 and 24 years of age, and 70 percent of the sample was male. This corresponds well
with the recent figures on smart phone users in Europe: 27% between 16 and 24 years of age and 67% male,
according to Forrester Research, Inc [26].
From previous research, we derived two items to test for cultural effect. We can compare to the English sample of
[27] that had the same sample distribution.
Table 5: Descriptive statistics

Table 6 presents information on the correlation coefficients between all the constructs. We observe a relatively high
correlation coefficient between global concerns for privacy and concerns in the mobile service sector (0.656).
Because both variables deal with attitude to privacy risks, it is natural to expect a positive linkage between them. We
did not otherwise observe any significant proof of multicollinearity among our variables.
Table 6: Correlation among variables

Notes:
fps: familiarity with smart phone;
fmsl: familiarity with mobile services using my location;
gp: global concerns for privacy;
mss: concerns in mobile service sector;
apdd: authenticity of personal data disclosed;

payoff1: user payoff in scenario 0 (base scenario);
payoff2: user payoff in other scenarios;
data: personal data disclosed;
pers: personalization available;
control: control over personal data.
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To test the relationships between variables, we conducted several regression tests using the statistical software
STATA 9. The ANOVA test proves that there is no significant effect of scenario 0 over payoff, F(6,164) = 0.83, p =
2
0.547, adj R = -0.0057. Therefore, we include this control group in our final model. Accordingly, the sample size
doubles in the regression equations. Table 7 presents the outcomes of our four steps; in each step, we tested a
different regression. In all regression models, the dependent variable is user payoff.
In the first step, we simply focus on the impact of data disclosed. We introduce control variables such as gender,
familiarity with smart phones, and user's familiarity with location-based services and authenticity of disclosed data.
In the second step, we add personalization available as another main independent variable. We also consider the
potential interaction effect between the new variable and data disclosed, which we named data*pers. The third step
concerns the control over personal data, and the interaction between data and control (data*control). The final step
includes all these three main independent variables and their interactions. The results are shown in Table 7.
For each step, we measured the adjusted R-squared. Table 7 indicates whether the inclusion of additional variables
increased the overall explanatory power of the model.
Table 7: Regression models

Notes:
*p < .1; **p <.05; ***p < .01;
data: personal data disclosed;
pers: personalization available;
control: control over personal data;
data*pers: interaction of personal data disclosed and
personalization available;
data*control: interaction of personal data disclosed and control
over personal data;
pers*control: interaction of personalization available and control
over personal data;

fsp: familiarity with smart phone;
fmsl: familiarity with mobile services using location;
authenticity: authenticity of personal data;
data*pers*control: interaction of personal data disclosed,
personalization available and control over personal data;
_cons: constant.

As Table 7 indicates, the extent of data disclosed always has a significant effect on user payoff (p < .01 in all four
steps), which is negative (-2.004 in the first step). In other words, it appears that mobile users sacrifice certain benefit
or increase their concerns for risk when the service asks for their personal information. Thus, H1 is strongly
supported.
Service personalization has a significant effect on user payoff (p < .05 in steps 2 and 4), which is positive (0.600 in
step 2). This fits well with previous results [41], which found a value at 0.60 as well. Interestingly, we find a significant
negative interaction effect of personalization available on the relationship between data disclosed and payoff (-0.777
in step 2), though such an effect is not strongly significant (p > .05 in steps 2 and 4). Thus, H2a is supported but H2b
is not supported.
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Control has a positive (0.599 in step 3) effect on user payoff, although there is not always a relevant significant effect
on user payoff (p < .05 in step 3; p < .01 in step 4). We found no relevance for the moderating effect of control over
user payoff with the whole sample. Therefore, H3a is weakly supported and H3b is not supported.
Recalling [27], we confirm that gender was an effect on user’s payoff. We also expect that people who show
generally low risk aversion have different opinions on their payoffs as opposed to those who are highly risk averse.
Thus, we divide our sample into two clusters accordingly. We adopt the median cluster method based on two
variables: subjects’ global concerns for privacy and concerns in the mobile service sector. We exclude sample
observations that are equal to the value of the median. We conduct regression analysis for both clusters, and the
results are indicated in Table 9.
We find that for people who have a relatively high level of concern about privacy when providing personal information
(risk-averse users), neither personalization available nor user control over personal data plays an important role in
determining payoff this interpretation extends previous analysis on why privacy policies on website are often not
shown in the first page [7]. For people who have a relatively low level of concern about privacy when providing
personal information (risk-neutral users), both variables are demonstrated to be essential indicators. In the last
column of Table 8, we observe that the only variable that has a significant impact on payoff is data (-1.481, p < .01.
Hence, H2 and H3 are rejected for risk-averse mobile users. However, there are significant effects of personalization
available and user’s control for risk-neutral users. In particular, personalization being available has a significant
positive direct impact on user payoff (0.912, p < .05) and a significant negative moderating effect on the relationship
between personal data disclosed and user payoff (-1.364, p < 0.1). User’s control over personal data has a strong
positive impact on user’s payoff (1.132, p < .01). Thus, for risk-neutral mobile users, H2 and H3a are supported.
Table 8: Regression for risk-neutral and risk-averse users

Notes:
*p < .1; **p <.05; ***p < .01;
data: personal data disclosed;
pers: personalization available;
control: control over personal data;
data*pers: interaction of personal data disclosed and
personalization available;
data*control: interaction of personal data disclosed and control
over personal data;
pers*control: interaction of personalization available and control
over personal data;

fsp: familiarity with smart phone;
fmsl: familiarity with mobile services using location;
authenticity: authenticity of personal data;
data*pers*control: interaction of personal data disclosed,
personalization available and control over personal data;
_cons: constant.

There is also a moderating effect of user’s control on the relationship between personal data disclosed and user
payoff, but such an effect is not significant. Hence, H3b is not supported for risk-neutral mobile users. We also
observe from Table 8 that the adjusted R-squared is 0.449 for risk-neutral mobile users, indicating that the overall
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explanatory power of the model is increased within this group, as opposed to the one that includes all observations
(Table 7).

Personalization available
O: (0.624**)
RN: (0.912**)
O: (-0.706)

Personal data
disclosed

O: (-1.876***)

RN: (-1.364*)

RN: (-2.435***)
RA: (-1.481***)

RA: (-0.703)

RA: (0.443)

User’s payoff
O: (-0.202)
RN: (0.089)
RA: (-0.781)

O: (0.562*)
RN: (1.132***)
RA: (-0.290)

O: Overall sample
RN: Risk-neutral
RA: Risk-averse

Control over user personal data

Figure 3: Test model of user payoff
Notes:
*p < .1; **p <.05; ***p < -01

In Figure 3, we describe how our results demonstrate that although there is always a trade-off between user payoff
and the extent of personal data disclosed, other factors play different roles in determining user payoff across different
groups of customers.

5 Implementation of the Theoretical Model: The Trusted Infomediary
Pattern
In this section, we derive guidelines to design privacy-friendly business models. We start by mapping the concepts of
the theoretical model tested in the previous section onto the nine building blocks of the Business Model Ontology
[34]. Then we complete the business model of a third-party agent, which has a value proposition structure around
privacy protection, using the description of an infomediary [21].

5.1

Mapping our Model on the Business Model Ontology (BMO)

A business model canvas or ontology (BMO) can be described by looking at a set of nine building blocks. These
building blocks were derived from an in-depth literature review of a large number of previous conceptualizations of
business models. In this depiction, the business model of a company is a simplified representation of its business
logic viewed from a strategic standpoint (i.e., on top of Business Process Modeling), which is explained in detail in
the following Table 9.
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Table 9: Regression for
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have a
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s the risk-aversse users seekk data control.
Distribution
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he boundary
conditions of our model define that it applies to Location-Based Services; the
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d to be a mobile device with location-base
ed services.
considered
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Figure 4 de
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Figure 4: The theoreticcal model represented using
g the BMO
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nesses also de
epend either fo
or resources or
o for activities
s on an extern
nal Partner Ne
etwork (logistic
cs, financial),
Most busin
which can provide bette
er quality or a lower price
e for non essential compon
nents. Any bu
usiness mode
el would be
e without financial informattion. Hence, the last two building blocks focus on cost and rev
venue: Cost
incomplete
Structure, which should be aligned to
t the core id
deas of the business mode
el (key resourrces, key activities), and
S
which
h mirror the va
alue the custo
omers are willing to pay and
d how they will perform the transaction
Revenue Streams,
(one-time fee,
f
subscriptio
on).
These elem
ments happen
n to be missin
ng in our model. In the next section, we obtain a profiitable busines
ss model by
referring to
o existing busin
ness model pa
atterns.

5.2

Ap
pplying the BMO to De
erive a Priv
vacy-friend
dly Busines
ss Model P
Pattern

A pattern is commonly referred to ass a solution for
f a problem
m in a recurrin
ng context. Ussing the busin
ness model
ontology, one
o
can repre
esent a set of
o business model
m
patterns
s [34]. Each business model pattern addresses
a
a
different go
oal. It assignss values to co
omponents off a business model and sp
pecifies relatio
onships to be
e applied to
similar contexts.
attern of the in
nfomediary as a special case of a multi-sided business model [16].
For our purrposes, we inttroduce the pa
Infomediarry is a term invvented by [21]. It was previously referred
d to as bound
dary spanner o
or information broker and
adapted to
o the e-business. The infom
mediary is a tru
usted third party that helps consumers and vendors co
onnect. The
role of our infomediary iss to become th
he custodian, agent, and bro
oker of custom
mer informatio
on.
The third party
p
has distin
nct sets of clie
ent segments, which need each other an
nd which cann
not get togethe
er easily on
their own. The infomed
diary helps th
hem connect through a sp
pecific platform
m. The main cost of a double-sided
ng the platform
m. As for the revenues,
r
one
e segment can
n be subsidies
s in order to
business iss maintaining and developin
generate enough
e
interesst for the platfo
orm from the second
s
party, which will then
n pay for the sservice.
Figure 5 illustrates the effects of the
e infomediary pattern introd
duction on the
e componentss of our busin
ness model,
d
here in detail.
which we describe

Figure 5:
5 Business mo
odel for privac
cy as value pro
oposition
Customer segments: A third custome
er segment is added to the
e two existing ones: m-com
mmerce servic
ce providers
willing to ad
dd privacy ma
anagement to their services to differentiatte their offer or tap into the p
pool of risk-av
verse users.
position: Accorrding to the three different customer
c
segm
ments, we iden
ntify three maiin value propo
ositions:
Value prop
•

Se
ervice persona
alization for privacy risk–ne
eutral users: By
B aggregating
g customers w
with the same interest, the
infomediary can
n negotiate be
etter deals. Th
he user receiv
ves only advertisements ba
ased on a pers
sonal opt-in
er can get bettter recommen
ndations based
d on that indivvidual’s personal protected aggregated
prrofile. The use
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profile. The user can opt in to receive certain advertisements, and in some cases even get paid for exposing
parts of a personal detailed profile.
•

Privacy risk mitigation for privacy risk–averse users: The infomediary acts as a proxy for the transactions
and the delivery in order to hide the customer from the business. The LBS provider’s data profiling is
minimized, and the user’s data collection for Location-Based Services is reduced. The third party also
displays reports for each user profile, as an overview of the collected information, to help the customer
choose services.

•

Customer data analysis for LBS providers: Trend analyses of privacy risk–neutral users can be exchanged
with the LBS provider for money. And to users who opted-in, the infomediary can forward target
advertisements on behalf of a business. In return, the business gets a better return on advertisements
because all the recipients theoretically should be in the target segment.

Matchmaking among different customer segments is an additional value proposition that distinguishes the multisided
business model pattern.
Customer Relationships: The key to attracting risk-averse users is to promote the importance of privacy protection,
as well as to build a very strong trust relationship with the customer. The privacy agent has to show users that it
knows the high value a user has for personal data and also must prove it cares a great deal for keeping the data safe.
This relationship is very similar to that of a bank and its customers. One way to achieve this is by being transparent.
For the risk-neutral users, a personalized service increases user’s payoff.
Channels: Service can be personalized either by means of a platform, which could be either an application of the
mobile devices or the Internet. For the risk-averse, user’s data can be stored in a safe and remote database and
retrieved by secure connection.
Revenue Streams: The risk-neutral users get the services for free, to gain from the freemium effect [1]. LBS
providers pay risk-neutral users for their data trend analyses, which is the greatest part of the third-party income.
Risk-averse users are more likely to pay to get their service, and so they subsidize the controls offered to the riskneutral users.
Key Activities: The key activity of a multi-sided business model is to build and promote a network of users of its
platform. To ensure compliance with the users’ policies, the privacy risk can be mitigated by implementing and
maintaining a set of controls according to security frameworks such as CobiT and ISO 270001, together with privacy
guidelines [32].
Key Resources: The most important element for the third party is user data and control over access to the data
sharing platform. An additional resource is represented by the brand value, which allows a trusted relationship with
the three customer segments.
Key Partners: The third party must be audited and certified by an external partner. The third party also must have
partnerships with mobile device manufacturers or network operators in order to realize and deploy the product
(Network Partners). To offer additional services or implement additional privacy protection, the third party might also
need to be in relationship with identity and payment providers.
Cost Structure: Network building and Platform Management and Development activities are costly services.
The third party can always be circumvented by mobile users interacting directly with the LBS provider, but these
providers implement privacy only by policy. The LBS provider promises not to abuse the data, whereas the third
party can implement real privacy by architecture through the platform.

6 Business Model Instances of the Trusted Infomediary Pattern
There is a range of possibilities for technical implementation of privacy protection, intended here as algorithms, data
storage, and policies. Centralized personalization is seen by some researchers as a major trend in the
telecommunications world, whereas others expect most personalization to take place on the end-user terminal for
reasons of usability, response time, and privacy [39].
The literature review of the last ten years of research in privacy-enabling technologies done by [11] allows
assessment of the limits of a trusted third party and supports a claim that it is possible to “crowd source” [24] both
identity provision and attribute certification [44]. However this approach does not fully explain how to get rid of a
trusted third party. Hence, we consider a combination of centralized and decentralized privacy control solutions.
Figure 6 shows the centralized and decentralized implementations of privacy protection. Different customization
degrees of the (centralized) IT infrastructure of the service provider and of the (decentralized) software on user’s
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mobile device are illustrated. This way, we obtain four possible outcomes in our matrix, which we illustrate by using
four possible market players as examples.

Figure 6: Four instances of a privacy-friendly business model (Infrastructure = centralized; software = decentralized)
Alliances among parties can maximize their payoff by cooperating, even though they have diverging goals [15]. On
one hand, a firm that cannot avoid this kind of co-opeting relationship [30] in non-core competence areas can best
adapt by decentralizing the largest amount of information collected and by letting other firms do most of the key
activities. On the other hand, a firm that cannot avoid this kind of relationship in core competence areas can best
adapt by centralizing information about the relationship through establishing an inter-organizational structure (the
platform) to share information.

6.1

Privacy Broker

Table 10 illustrates the business model adaptations required for the privacy broker. Mobile network operators such
as Nokia are good candidates for deploying a privacy broker because they already possess location information and
have direct access to the telecommunication infrastructure. For mobile network operators, location-based services
represent an additional stream of revenue generated from their investments in fixed infrastructure [38].
For GPS-enabled terminals, the location of the intelligence shifts toward the handset. This may reduce the role of
operators and increase the opportunities for service providers, as accurate location-based information becomes
available at no cost. Therefore, adding privacy protection services can become a key differentiator for mobile
network operators [39].
Over half of users would be happy if their CSP (Communication Service Provider) would fulfill the role of supervising
permission policies [32]. Moreover, providing new LBS-like location sensitive billing might be a very attractive aspect
of current phone billing possibilities. The biggest difficulty is the creation of relationships with m-commerce providers.
Table 10: Adaptations required for the privacy broker
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Privacy Manager Software

Table 11 shows the business model adaptations required for the privacy manager software. Operating system
providers of mobile devices such as Orange Telecom are in a good position to influence privacy protection on their
platforms. They have direct access to the raw sensor of the phone and can define what information is exposed to
applications through their Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). Moreover, they have the possibility of
integrating the privacy middleware directly into the operating system and thereby targeting the whole market at once.
In addition, they might have an easier job integrating user friendly profile management into the system. Providing a
privacy system can further help to expand the dominance of their operating system market share.
Table 11: Adaptations required for the privacy manager software

6.3

Can We Combine Privacy Broker and Privacy Manager Software?

Google appears to be an ideal candidate for becoming a centralized service for managing user privacy profiles.
Google already offers single sign-on user authentication and has a mobile phone operating system (Android), which
includes location applications (Latitude). Consumers use Google to handle private information such as emails (Gmail)
and documents (Google Docs). In addition, the company has already implemented some aspects of an infomediary
with the Google health offering, as well as a dashboard that gives users an overview of all available services and
settings.
Google is in a special position where it can choose to implement either a privacy broker model around the server
infrastructure or integrate a privacy manager into the Android operating system. This gives the company the unique
opportunity to also choose a mix of both alternatives. The solution could be more independent (phone-based
middleware) or deliver real-time centralized server–based privacy mediation.
The caveat is that Google is a private company and its main business model is to sell targeted advertising, which
might conflict with privacy protection ideals.

6.4

Privacy Market

In a privacy market, the customer can sell his, her, or its personal data. A practical case of a privacy market is Allow
Litd [3]. This London-based firm takes advantage of a recent English regulation that obliges a company to erase all
users’ data collected without their consent. Once a client signs in with Allow Ltd, the company scans all firms’
databases looking for the client’s personal data. Once the personal data are found, the firms are requested to
remove those data unless they pay a small price, 70% of which goes to the client.
This type of service provider supports the management of the user’s sale of the property right over data. For this kind
of task, the use of a privacy mirror (as those illustrated by [31]) seems to be appropriate.
Facebook appears to be a good candidate for the privacy market. In the last five years, its privacy policy has
increased from 1,000 words to some 5,900 words. We see this effort as an attempt to get consent over user's partial
loss of control of property rights over the data (Facebook uses a non-exclusive license of the user's data). As of now,
the user loses control over personal data in exchange for some services, but we envisage that in the near future, the
firm could pay for its users’ data.
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7 Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced the business model of a trusted third party to protect privacy while enabling locationbased services. We ground our claims on a model developed specifically by incorporating existing works. The
empirical data we collected extended previous knowledge in privacy management. We referred to business model
ontology to derive a set of guidelines for business model designers and identified possible variations to our pattern of
the privacy friendly business model inspired by the infomediary business model. We presented some market players
who are potential candidates to provide instantiations of such a privacy protection service.
According to our findings, we answer our research questions by addressing three sub-questions as follows:
R1: What is the specificity of privacy management in the location-based mobile B2C market?
Our empirical evidence in section 4 strongly suggests that collected data reduces user payoff, whereas the
combination of service personalization and data control increases user payoff. We confirm previous evidence [41] of
a relation between service personalization and user payoff, and extend it with the notion of control in the B2C market.
We also found two clusters that behave slightly differently from what has been seen for Internet privacy [27]. Our
model is both simple (four constructs) and representative (adj. R2 between .22 and .45).
R2: Which business model components allow a high level of mobile user payoff, while keeping the collected data to a
minimum?
Using the empirical data of our test, we suggest that business model designers should follow the infomediary pattern
and then define the degree of software centralization according to how much data should be collected and how much
control should be left to the user. According to the type of firm involved, a privacy broker or privacy manager
software, or both, is to be preferred.
R3: How should the differences in payoff among privacy risk–neutral and privacy risk–averse mobile users be
addressed?
Our test underlines the existence of two types of mobile user with privacy concerns. Although both customer
segments care about the personal data they disclose, privacy risk–neutral mobile users seem to be more attentive to
a combination of data control and service personalization in exchange for their data.
The privacy risk–averse users obsess about the data, and therefore a pay-per-use Single Sign-On service that safely
protects their data and acts as a proxy to other services seems more likely to be profitable.
Our proposed model is to be considered as an initial step toward conceive a tool to support strategic decisions, and it
has its own limitations. Concerning evaluation of the model, the business model guidelines have been instantiated,
but their impact on provider’s performance has not been tested empirically. Hence, our proposed models for the
service provider must be considered as initial intuitions.
On a more general level, we assume that privacy will become a technological trend. Privacy issues have reached
widespread public awareness only in the last few years, and growth of these issues is yet to come. The definition of
privacy guidelines within a common framework has just started, and there are no widely adopted solutions integrated
by platforms. As long as there is no standard and no real added value or perceived added value to enforcing privacy,
there is always the possibility of going directly to a vendor and using raw data from the phone sensors.
We feel that this paper offers some interesting [13] contributions to the field:
•

We defend the view of those who believe that privacy should not be seen only as a cost. We propose and
show evidence that it could be a value proposition of a business model in the B2C mobile market to
complement product customization and risk reduction.

•

We suggest that secure service personalization for customers and data access for the company can coexist sustainably (by means of a third party - to be tested later).

•

We present more than one way an enterprise can position itself in relation to its competitors with regard to
the trade-off between data control and service personalization. We argue by a set of instantiations that the
mobile platform can play a key role at multiple levels (OS, device manufacturer, and operator) in the
implementation of these new business models.

Supposing that no third-party actor emerges, some firms might implement some elements from our proposed pattern
to add privacy risk mitigation into their value proposition and gain new customers. In the long term, this kind of firm
would no longer require a third-party actor.
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Accordingly, one could decide to remove our initial assumption regarding the existence of a third-party actor. In that
case, the best strategy for a firm is to internalize the third party, if it involves its core competences. This again might
raise strategic issues about service integration and business model unbundling.
Further work should address issues such as the possibility of leveraging our proposed privacy business model
pattern in other economic contexts, involving incomplete agreements and lack of trust among involved parties.
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